
Mathematis 375 { Probability and Statistis 1Solutions for Final Examination { Deember 17, 2005Diretions: Do problems I - X in the blue exam booklet. There are 200 possible regularpoints and 20 Extra Credit points. Notes:1) If an answer an be expressed in terms of fatorials, binomial oeÆients, the gammafuntion, et., it is preferable to leave it in that form.2) Even if you don't see how to derive a omplete solution to a problem, don't leave itblank. Partial redit will be given for relevant de�nitions, ideas that ould lead tosolutions, and so forth.I. 20 students in a statistis lass were asked to report the number of pets in their families,giving the following data:3; 3; 2; 4; 1; 0; 1; 2; 3; 5;1; 2; 2; 1; 1; 0; 2; 4; 3; 1A) (10) Construt a relative frequeny histogram for this data using one \bin" for eahinteger value.Solution: There are two 0's, six 1's, �ve 2's, four 3's, two 4's, and one 5 in the data.So the relative frequeny histogram will show a retangle of height 2/20 = 1/10 forthe value 0, a retangles of height 6/20 = 3/10 for the value 1, 5/20 = 1/4 for thevalue 2, 4/20 = 1/5 for the value 3, 2/20 = 1/10 for the value 4, and 1/20 for thevalue 5.B) (10) How many data points are within one sample standard deviation of the samplemean?Solution: The sample mean is x = (P20i=1 xi)=20 = 2:05. The sample standard devia-tion is s =vuut 119 20Xi=1(xi � x)2 := 1:36So the interval [x� s; x+ s℄ is approximately [:69; 3:41℄. 15 out of the 20 data pointsare in this range.II. Suppose that you have a key ring with N keys, exatly one of whih is your house key.You get home after dark and an't see the keys or the ring. So you try the keys in yourfront door lok one by one until you �nd the right one.A) (5) Assuming that you are not areful and you mix up the keys before eah try, whatis the probability that you �rst �nd the orret key on the yth try (y = 1; 2; : : :)?Solution: Sine you mix the keys bak up eah time, you have a probability of �ndingthe orret key of 1=N on eah try, and the tries are independent. The number of1



the try on whih you �rst �nd the key is a geometri random variable with p = 1=Nand q = (N � 1)=N . The probability that you �nd the key �rst on the yth trial is((N � 1)=N)y�1(1=N).B) (5) Let YA be the disrete random variable giving the number of the trial on whihyou �nd the orret key by the method from part A. What is the expeted value ofYA?Solution: From the formula for geometri random variables, E(YA) = 1=p = N .C) (5) Same question as part A, but now you put aside eah key as you try it so it doesnot get mixed bak in with the ones you have not tried.Solution: Now, you have a probability of 1=N of �nding the orret key on the �rsttrial and a probability of (N�1)=N of not �nding the orret one. If you don't �nd theorret one, then the �rst hoie is removed from the \pool" and you have a 1=(N�1)hane of �nding the orret key on the seond try, and an (N�2)=(N�1) probabilityof not �nding the orret one. Similarly for the later trials. The probability of �ndingthe orret key on the yth trial isN � 1N � N � 2N � 1 � N � 3N � 2 � � � N � y + 1N � y + 2 � 1N � y + 1 = 1N(the same for all trials y = 1; : : : ; N), and zero for y > N .D) (5) Let YC be the disrete random variable giving the number of the trial on whihyou �rst �nd the orret key by the method from part C. What is the expeted valueof YC? Whih method is superior?Solution: E(YC) = 1 � 1N + 2 � 1N + � � �+N � 1N = N(N + 1)2 � 1N = N + 12As should be intuitively lear, this method is superior to the one from part A. You'll�nd the orret key faster on average this way!III. A tea distributor randomly plaes a miniature porelain �gurine of one of 10 di�erentendangered animals in eah of its boxes of tea.A) (15) What is the probability of getting a omplete set of all 10 animals if you purhaseexatly 10 boxes of the tea? Explain how you are deriving your answer.Solution: Think of buying the boxes one by one and plaing the animals you get in anordered row. There are 1010 di�erent (ordered) olletions of 10 animals (inluding2



possible dupliates). Of those olletions, 10 � 9 � 8 � � �2 � 1 = 10! onsist of 10 distintanimals. So the probability of getting a omplete set when you buy just 10 boxes is10!1010(This is := :000363 { not very likely!)B) Extra Credit (10) What is the expeted number of boxes of tea you need to purhaseto obtain a omplete set of all 10 animals? (Hint: You get one in the �rst box youbuy. What is the expeted number of boxes until you get a seond, di�erent animal?After you have two, what is the expeted number of boxes to get the third? et.)Solution: After you get the �rst animal, sine the animals are random, you have a9=10 hane of getting something di�erent from the �rst with eah box from that pointon. The number of the box on whih you �rst get something di�erent from the �rstis geometri with p = 9=10, so the expeted number of boxes until you get somethingdi�erent is 1=p = 10=9. One you do get a di�erent seond animal, you're in the samesituation, but now there is a probability of p = 8=10 that you get something di�erentfrom the �rst two distint ones. You expet a further 10=8 tries to get a third distintanimal. Keep going the same way. The expeted number of boxes for a omplete setis: 1 + 10=9 + 10=8 + � � �+ 10=2 + 10=1 = 10� 110 + 19 + 18 + � � �+ 12 + 11� := 29:29(smaller than you might expet!)IV.A) (5) State Bayes' Rule.Solution: Bayes' Rule states that if a sample spae S is partitioned into subsetsS1; : : : ; Sk and E � S is an event, thenP (SjjE) = P (EjSj)P (Sj)Pki=1 P (EjSi)P (Si)B) (15) Aording to the Amerian Lung Assoiation, 7% of the population has lungdisease. Of those people having lung disease, 90% are smokers. Of those not havinglung disease, 74:7% are nonsmokers. What is the probability that a smoker has lungdisease?Solution: In the sample spae S onsisting of the whole population, we have thepartition S = L[L, where L are the people with lung disease. We also have A � S, theset of smokers. The given information is P (L) = :07 and P (AjL) = :9, P (AjL) = :747.3



We want P (LjA). Beause of the \swith" we see that Bayes' Rule will apply to thissituation. Applying the omplement rule,P (LjA) = P (AjL)P (L)P (AjL)P (L) + P (AjL)P (L) = (:9)(:07)(:9)(:07) + (:253)(:93) := :211V. The number of ustomers arriving at a furniture store in a one-hour period has a Poissondistribution with mean 5.A) (10) What is the probability that more than 7 ustomers arrive in one hour?Solution: From the Poisson table for � = 5, P (Y > 7) = 1� P (Y � 7) = 1� :867 =:133.B) (10) What is the probability that more than 7 ustomers arrive in exatly 4 out ofthe 8 hours that the store is open in one day? (Assume the numbers in eah hour areindependent.)Solution: Sine the hours are independent, the number Y of hours where more than7 ustomers arrive is a binomial random variable with n = 8, p = :133, q = :867:P (Y = 4) = �84�(:133)4(:867)4 := :0124VI. The pdf for a ontinuous random variable Y has the formf(y) = � k(9� y2) if �3 � y � 30 otherwiseA) (10) Determine the value of k.Solution: The value of k is determined by the equation1 = k Z 3�3 9� y2 dy = k �9y � y3=3��33 = 36kSo k = 1=36.B) (15) What are the expeted value and variane of Y ?E(Y ) = Z 3�3 y � (9� y2)=36 dy = 0(Note no omputation needed here { integral of an odd funtion over a symmetriinterval!) Then V (Y ) = Z 3�3 y2 � (9� y2)=36 dy � 02 = 954



VII. Professional golfers' tee shot distanes are normally distributed with � = 282:2 yardsand � = 8:12 yards.A) (10) What is the probability that a tee shot goes more than 300 yards?Solution: Standardize and use the standard normal table:P (Y > 300) = P �Y � 282:28:12 > 300� 282:28:12 � = P (Z > 2:19) = :0143:B) (10) What is the probability that a tee shot goes between 270 and 290 yards?Solution: Same idea:P (270 < Y < 290) := P (�1:50 < Z < :96)= 1� P (Z < �1:50)� P (Z > :96) = 1� :0668� :1685 = :7647VIII. (15) Two phone alls are made independently in a �xed 1-hour period. Eah allours at a random time uniformly distributed on the interval [0; 1℄. Find the joint densityfuntion for the times Y1; Y2 of the two alls and use it to �nd the probability that the twoalls are made within 5 minutes of eah other (i.e. jY1 � Y2j � 5=60).Solution: Beause the times are independent, the joint density is the produt of theuniform densities for Y1 and Y2:f(y1; y2) = n 1 if 0 � y1; y2 � 10 otherwiseNote this is nonzero exatly on the unit square in the (y1; y2) plane. The region Rorresponding to the ondition jy1 � y2j � 1=12 is a diagonal strip down the middleof the square bounded by the lines y2 = y1 + 1=12 and y2 = y1 � 12. ThenP (jY1 � Y2j � 1=12) = Z ZR f(y1; y2) dAis the area of R. We an �nd this by subtrating the areas of the two triangles outsidethe strip: area(R) = 1� 2 � 12 � 1112 � 1112 = 23144IX. Two random variables Y1; Y2 have joint densityf(y1; y2) = n 2e�y1�y2 if 0 � y1 � y2 <10 otherwiseA) (10) Find P (Y2 � 2 + Y1). (Draw a piture!)5



Solution: The region where the joint density is nonzero is the region in the �rstquadrant above the line y2 = y1. So to ompute P (Y2 � 2 + Y1), note the liney2 = y1 + 2 is parallel to the boundary line andP (Y2 � 2 + Y1) = Z 10 Z y1+2y1 2e�y1�y2 dy2dy1= Z 10 �2e�2y1�2 + 2e�2y1 dy1= 1� e�2B) (10) Find the marginal density f1(y1). What is the distribution of Y1?Solution: f1(y1) = Z 1y1 2e�y1�y2 dy2 = 2e�2y1(if y1 > 0; 0 otherwise). This is the density for an exponential random variable with� = 1=2.C) (10) Let U = 3Y1 + 2Y2. Find the mean �U .Solution: By linearity, E(U) = 3E(Y1) + 2E(Y2). Using part B, E(Y1) = 12 . Nowsetting up the double integral with dy2 outside:E(Y2) = Z 10 Z y20 y2 � 2e�y1�y2 dy1dy2= Z 10 �2y2e�2y2 + 2y2e�y2 dy2= �24�(2) + 2�(2) = 32So E(U) = 3 � 12 + 2 � 3=2 = 92 .D) Extra Credit (10) Find the variane �2U for U from part C.Answer: V (U) = 414 . The easiest way to do this is not to ompute the ovarianematrix. Instead, sine you already have the mean from part C, just ompute E(U2)�(9=2)2.X.A) (10) Let Y have a gamma distribution with � = 3:2, and � = 1. Derive a generalformula for E(Y k), where k � 1 is an integer. (See note 1 in the diretions!)6



Solution: E(Y k) = Z 10 yk � y2:2e�y�(3:2) dy = �(3:2 + k)�(3:2)B) (10) Let Y1; : : : ; Yn be independent, all with gamma distributions with the same �,and �. Using moment-generating funtions, determine the distribution of the meanY = 1nPni=1 Yi.Solution: By independene,mY (t) = nYi=1mYi(t=n) = � 1(1� (�=n)t)��n = 1(1� (�=n)t)n�By the Uniqueness Theorem, Y also has a gamma distribution with parametersn�; �=n.
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